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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

The improvement of instruction has been a goal of
educators as far back as the teachings of the Greek
philosopher Socrates. Although there are a wide va-
riety of approaches, in most cases instruction can be
characterized by the following tasks: setting objec-
tives, teaching content based on these objectives, and
evaluating performance. This formula is indeed the
most common; however, there have been many ad-
vocates of alternative approaches. Among the alter-
native approaches there is a focus on a more
individualized approach to instruction, where the
traits of the individual learner are given more con-
sideration. Each approach to individualizing in-
struction is different, but they all seek to manipulate
the three following fundamental variables: 

• Pace: the amount of time given to a student to
learn the content

• Method: the way that the instruction is struc-
tured and managed

• Content: the material to be learned

Pace

There are two basic extremes when the pace of in-
struction is considered. The first is when someone
other than student, usually a teacher or instructor,
controls the amount of time spent learning the ma-
terial. In this case specific due dates are defined be-
fore instruction begins. This is currently the
predominant model in most educational systems.
The opposite extreme would be if the learner had ex-
clusive control over the pace of instruction, without
a time limit. Between these two extremes are situa-
tions where control of the pace of instruction is
shared or negotiated, not necessarily equally, by the
teacher and learner.

Method

As theories of learning and instruction develop and
mature, more and more consideration is given to the
way in which learning occurs. In an attempt to ac-
count for the way that students learn, instructors
may apply a combination of theories and principles
in preparing instruction. This can influence whether
instruction is designed for one homogenous group,
or is flexible, in anticipation of individual differences
among learners. In the majority of cases, instruction
is designed for the average learner, and is customized
ad-hoc by the teacher or instructor as needed once
instruction begins. This type of instruction, al-
though it does give some consideration to individual
differences among learners during instruction, does
not fall into the typically accepted definition of indi-
vidualized instruction. For instruction to be consid-
ered individualized, the instruction is usually
designed to account for specific learner characteris-
tics. This could include alternative instructional
methods for students with different backgrounds
and learning styles.

To help clarify this point, the instructional
method used can be considered in terms of ex-
tremes. In the first extreme, one instructional meth-
od is used for everyone. Terms like inclusion and
mainstreaming have been used to describe this first
case. In the second extreme, a specific instructional
method is used for each individual. Between these
extremes lie situations where students are arranged
into groups according to the their characteristics.
These groups can vary in size, and the instructional
method is tailored to each group.

Content

Perhaps the least frequently modified component is
the actual learning content. However, it is possible
to vary the content taught to different learners or
groups of learners. Both ‘‘tracking’’ and ‘‘enrich-
ment’’ are examples of customizing instructional
content. A renewed movement toward learner-
centered principles in education has given this com-
ponent more consideration in the 1990s. It has be-
come possible to find examples of instructional
settings in which students define their own content,
and pursue learning based on their own interests. In
most cases, however, this opportunity is limited to
high-achieving students. In terms of extremes, con-
tent can be uniform for everyone, or unique to each
individual. Between these extremes lie cases where
the content can be varied, but only within a prede-
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fined range. The range of activities available to the
learner is an indicator of how individualized the
content is in an instructional setting.

Examples of Individualized Instruction

There are many examples of instructional approach-
es that have modified some or all of these three com-
ponents. In all of these examples, the goal was to
improve the instructional experience for the individ-
ual learner. Some of the most historically notable ap-
proaches are discussed below. Within each example
both the benefits and criticisms of each approach are
discussed.

Personalized System of Instruction. Introduced in
1964 by Fred Keller, the Personalized System of In-
struction, or the Keller Plan, is perhaps one of the
first comprehensive systems of individualized in-
struction. Keller based his system on ten accepted
educational principles (McGaw, p. 4): 

1. Active responding

2. Positive conditions and consequences

3. Specification of objectives

4. Organization of material

5. Mastery before advancement

6. Evaluation/objectives congruence

7. Frequent evaluation

8. Immediate feedback

9. Self-pacing

10. Personalization

None of these ten principles should be considered
unique, as they all can be easily found in other more
traditional educational settings. Rather, it is the
components of the Keller plan—based on these ten
principles—that makes the Keller Plan somewhat
different: self-pacing; unit mastery; student tutors;
optional motivational lectures; and learning from
written material. It is the first component, self-
pacing, that is the most obvious attempt at individu-
alizing the instruction. From the second component,
unit mastery, it can be seen that the content does not
vary, as the unit content is fixed. To illustrate the
static nature of the content, Mike Naumes describes
the basic design of a course using Keller’s personal-
ized system of instruction:

breaking the material of the course into sev-
eral units. . . . dividing the material into
units one to two weeks long. . . . [and] as
each unit of material is covered, specific

learning objectives are given to the stu-
dents. These state exactly what a student
must know to pass a unit quiz. (p. 2)

The last three components indicate that the method
of instruction does vary slightly from individual to
individual. Although all students learn from written
material and student tutors, the motivational lec-
tures are optional. Making these lectures optional
does constitute some flexibility in terms of instruc-
tional method, albeit extremely limited. Fundamen-
tally, it is the self-pacing that more or less stands
alone as the individualized component of this in-
structional system.

Proponents of the Keller Plan cite many bene-
fits, including better retention and increased motiva-
tion for further learning. At the same time, there are
others with criticisms of the Keller Plan such as the
following: limited instructional methods, high drop-
out rates, and decreased human interaction. The de-
bate over the effectiveness of Keller’s Personalized
System of Instruction, with its advantages and disad-
vantages, raises fundamental questions about the na-
ture of self-contained, self-paced learning. There are
indeed opportunities for designing instruction that
lend themselves to the Personalized System of In-
struction approach. This would apply especially to
cases where enrollment is high, course material is
standardized and stable, and faculty resources are
scarce. On the other hand, when there is not a short-
age of faculty, or the class size is not large, the course
would be better taught with more conventional
methods, yet still based on sound educational princi-
ples. Where the line is drawn on the continuum be-
tween these two extremes is a matter of opinion, and
should be based on the context in which the instruc-
tion is to take place. It would be inappropriate to
claim that one of the extremes is completely right,
and the other wrong, given the vast number of
studies and evaluations that support either side.

Audio-Tutorial. Audio-Tutorial is a method of indi-
vidualized instruction developed by Samuel N. Pos-
tlethwait in 1961 at Purdue University. His goal was
to find an improved method of teaching botany to
a larger number of college students and to effectively
assist the students who possessed only limited back-
grounds in the subject. The development of an
Audio-Tutorial program requires a significant
amount of planning and time by the instructor. Al-
though there is some room for modification for each
specific program, the general principles remain the
same. Students have access to a taped presentation
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of a specifically designed program that directs their
activities one at a time. The basic principles of
Audio-Tutorial are ‘‘(1) repetition; (2) concentra-
tion; (3) association; (4) unit steps; (5) use of the
communication vehicle appropriate to the objective;
(6) use of multiplicity of approaches; and (7) use of
an integrated experience approach’’ (Couch, p. 6).

The major benefits of Audio-Tutorial are that
‘‘students can adopt the study pace to their ability to
assimilate the information. Exposure to difficult
subjects is repeated as often as necessary for any par-
ticular student’’ (Postlethwait, Novak, and Murray,
p. 5). In addition to taking more time if they wish,
students can also accelerate the pace of their learn-
ing. Other benefits are that students feel more re-
sponsible for their learning, and more students can
be accommodated in less laboratory space and with
less staff.

Some of the major criticisms that are common
to Audio-Tutorial courses were illustrated by Robert
K. Snortland upon evaluating a course in graphics
design. The primary criticism concerns the claim of
responsibility. It seems that some students respond
to the responsibility placed upon them, while others
do not. There was a problem with the initial dropout
rate, which seemed to be explained by the lack of
willingness of some students to take on the amount
of responsibility that was required in order to com-
plete the course. Snortland advised that ‘‘since many
freshmen students are not ready for additional self-
discipline required of them in the A-T format, the
choice of either a structured approach or an individ-
ualized approach should always remain open’’ (p. 8).
Many other criticisms of Audio-Tutorial courses are
concerned with teacher control. The instructor dic-
tates all of the material including the learning and
feedback procedures. The criticism is that this is a se-
vere form of teacher control over the student.

Like the Keller Plan, Audio-Tutorial allows the
individual student to determine his or her own pace,
and the content is fixed. Unlike the Keller Plan, how-
ever, there are more instructional delivery methods
available when designing the course. Yet the locus of
control remains with the instructor in the Audio-
Tutorial as well.

Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI). Most pro-
ponents of individualized instruction saw the com-
puter as a way to further improve the design and
delivery of individualized instruction—now in an
electronic environment. With the advent of the

computer came the potential to deliver individual-
ized instruction in a more powerful way. This poten-
tial was anticipated long before the proliferation of
the home computer. John E. Coulson wrote in 1970:
‘‘A modern computer has characteristics that closely
parallel those needed in any educational system that
wishes to provide highly individualized instruction’’
(p. 4). He also noted the specific benefits that the
computer could offer (p. 5): 

1. ‘‘It has a very large memory capacity that can
be used to store instructional content
material or . . . to generate such material.’’

2. ‘‘The computer can perform complex analyses
of student responses.’’

3. ‘‘The computer can make decisions based on
the assessments of student performance,
matching resources to individual student
needs.’’

Although there were many anticipated benefits to
using the computer to deliver instruction, in prac-
tice, CAI has been heavily criticized for its hidden
side-effects. These are nicely articulated by Henry F.
Olds:

Learning is in control of some unknown
source that determines almost all aspects of
the interactive process. To learn one must
suspend all normal forms of interaction and
engage only in those called for by the pro-
gram. Learning is an isolated activity to be
carried on primarily in a one-to-one inter-
action with the computer. Normal inter-
human dialogue is to be suspended while
learning with the computer. Learning in-
volves understanding (psyching out) how
the program expects one to behave and
adapting one’s behavior accordingly. One
must suspend idiosyncratic behavior.
Learning (even in highly sophisticated,
branching programs) is a linear, step-by-
step process. In learning from the comput-
er, one must suspend creative insights, intu-
itions, cognitive leaps, and other nonlinear
mental phenomena. (p. 9)

Olds even offered some solutions to these problems,
indicating that ‘‘time on-line needs to be mixed with
plenty of opportunities for human interaction’’ and
that computer should allow people to ‘‘jump around
within the program structure’’ (p. 9).

CAI became the forerunner in individualized in-
struction during the 1980s and early 1990s, as the
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home computer became more powerful and less ex-
pensive. The changes that the computer environ-
ment helped to make were predominantly a change
in the delivery mechanism of individualized instruc-
tion, rather than a fundamental change in purpose
or method. In a sense, the computer, especially the
home computer, offered a convenience that other
delivery mechanisms lacked. This convenience was
accelerated with the proliferation of the Internet in
late 1990s. Starting as an extension of computer-
based instruction, online education became increas-
ingly popular and eventually began to supplant CAI
as the predominant form of individualized instruc-
tion.

Distance education. A surge in the number of non-
traditional students attending college in the 1990s,
combined with the technological potential of the In-
ternet, has caused a renewed effort to deliver instruc-
tion in a nontraditional fashion. Accessibility and
convenience—not research—are the primary driv-
ing forces in this movement toward instruction in
the form on online education. When reviewing more
than 200 articles on online instruction over the
1990s, James DiPerna and Robert Volpe found that
only one article directly addressed the impact of the
technology on learning. Partnerships between busi-
nesses and institutions of higher learning have arisen
to address the increased need for continuing educa-
tion.

Whether it is more effective or less effective than
traditional education seems less a concern. In many
cases, the audience addressed is nontraditional, and
they have limited access to traditional education.
Additionally, many students who could otherwise
attend brick-and-mortar institutions are choosing
online education for the convenience. In other
words, what was established initially due to necessity
has now expanded as students choose this route be-
cause of its convenience. The rate of expansion of
online education has accelerated to a point where
the general feeling among institutions of higher
learning is of willing participation. In terms of pace,
method, and content, there is a large variety of com-
peting approaches to distance education, and no
dominant model has emerged. Like previous itera-
tions of individualized instruction, it is usually the
pace of instruction that most often varies. The con-
tent is still fixed in most cases, as is the method (pre-
dominantly via the Internet). 

Final Issues

Individualized instruction comes in many forms, all
of which seek to improve instruction in some way.
As can be seen in the examples above, alternative in-
structional approaches most often vary the pace and
method of instruction, but not the content itself.
The content is usually consistent with traditional in-
struction, although it may be segmented differently.

Other benefits are also significant, but not as
consistent among approaches. Each approach has its
own set of prescriptions, and each has been heavily
criticized—yet that is to be expected. Even now, in-
dividualized instruction in its various forms is still
a relatively recent innovation, and will remain under
scrutiny until several criticisms are accounted for.

Perhaps the most profound criticism comes in
the article ‘‘Individualization: The Hidden Agenda,’’
by Ronald T. Hyman. He was concerned with the la-
tent functions of individualization generally. In the
push for individualization, the most common ap-
proach is to divide the subject matter up into seg-
ments and teach it at a self-taught level, but Hyman
warns that ‘‘Segmented Junk Is Still Junk’’ (p. 414).
There is no concern for what really is the problem,
and that is the subject matter itself. He claims that
individualized instruction typically does not alter the
subject matter based on the needs of the student.
Without doing this, there is a compromise of indi-
vidualized instruction.

In summary, individualized instruction has the
potential to improve instruction by varying the pace
of instruction, the instructional method, and the
content. Most approaches allow for self-pacing, yet
variation in method and content is rare, and when
it does occur, is usually very limited. As of the early
twenty-first century, there are no indications that
this trend will change in the immediate future, al-
though as the research base in this area increases,
major improvements are certain to come.

See also: Instructional Strategies; Technology
in Education, subentry on Current Trends.
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INDIVIDUAL WITH
DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT
(IDEA)

See: People with Disabilities, Federal
Programs to Assist.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION
See: Technology Education.

INFANT SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND

Infant schools in England provide publicly funded
education for children age five to seven and repre-

sent the first level of compulsory education in En-
gland. Infant schools and junior schools are often
housed together in primary schools. Together, they
furnish education to children until they reach eleven
years of age. As of 1998 there were 18,230 primary
schools in England providing full-time education for
almost 4 million children. Twelve percent of these
schools were infant schools, providing children with
two years of education only. All infant schools edu-
cate children age five to seven, but the traditional in-
fant school approach to education has influenced
educational programs for younger and older chil-
dren.

Children enter infant schools shortly after their
fifth birthday, and it is here that they learn to manip-
ulate numbers, read, and write. Traditional infant
schools offer an informal education using child-
centered techniques. They encourage hands-on ma-
nipulation, group and individual learning, and
learning through play. Infant schools have been
characterized as progressive, child-centered, open
and exploratory; they educate children in a way that
recognizes their development from a holistic per-
spective.

Classes are typically vertically grouped to ac-
commodate children age five through seven. Class
size may be as large as forty children. Infant schools
use an open classroom approach where children
move freely from indoor to outdoor environments.
The teachers’ role is one of facilitation; he or she
(usually she) works individually with students or
with small groups of students and provides students
the opportunity to choose from a range of options
appropriate to their developmental level. Infant
schools utilize an integrated day, where children
pursue various interests or themes without rigid
time periods.

Infant schools have a rich conceptual heritage.
Their approach draws on the ideas of Friedrich Froe-
bel, who emphasized the importance of play and ob-
ject in learning; Maria Montessori, who emphasized
self-correcting play and an individualized pace in
learning; John Dewey, who characterized the com-
munity of the school and emphasized integration
among subject areas; and Jean Piaget, who sup-
ported a developmentally-sensitive approach to
learning and advocated hands-on exploration of ma-
terials.

Most infant schools encourage children’s
choice. For example, children typically choose where
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